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In the past two years, we have all experienced significant changes in our lives as a result of the
pandemic. The team that produces this magazine has decided on the theme of “change” in order to link
our articles with the current pandemic experience. We have selected the new name U(t)-Mathazine to
reflect the fact that we now have more contributors from all three University of Toronto campuses. We
have also redesigned the Magazine’s style to create a better platform for communicating mathematical
formulas. Just like the many lessons that we have learned during the pandemic, we hope that these
changes will result in a more accessible and inspiring mathematics publication.
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Perspective Change in Tiling

by ZOHREH SHAHBAZI

Imagine that you are supposed to create a car-
pet or use tiles to design the interior of a building.
What would you do to create a beautiful design? If
you were to create a sample pattern first and then
repeat it to cover the entire space, you could save a
significant amount of time. In addition, your design
may look more pleasing at the end. Repeated pat-
terns are abundant in nature — just think of mud
flats, honeycombs, animal skins, molecules, leaves,
spider webs, butterfly wings and desert sand.

In this article, we will briefly explore the mathe-
matics behind repeated patterns.

Remember that a regular polygon is a polygon
where all of its sides are of the same length, and all
of its angles are of the same measure. In this note , a
regular polygon with p equal sides is called a p-gon.
In a regular tiling, we can fully cover an area with
identical regular polygons (for example pentagons)
such that there are no gaps and no overlaps in our

construction. There are just three regular tilings of
a flat plane, namely the ones with equilateral trian-
gles, squares, and hexagons (as shown in the image
below).

A regular polygon tiles the plane if the following
equation holds:

1

p
+

1

q
=

1

2
.

Here p is the number of sides of each regular poly-
gon and q is the number those polygons repeated at
each vertex. For example with tiling with hexagons,
we have 1/6+1/3=1/2. The justification of this
fact is that in the Euclidean plane the angle sum
of a regular p-gon is (p − 2)π and thus all equal
interior angles are equal

(p− 2)π

p
.
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At each vertex, we have q regular p-gons, thus

(
(p− 2)π

p
).q = 2π.

Now, we can simplify this last equation to obtain

1

p
+

1

q
=

1

2
.

Let’s change our perspective form the tiling of a flat
plane to the tiling of a hyperbolic plane. The angle
sum of a given triangle is less than π in a hyper-
bolic surface, so we can tile the hyperbolic plane
with regular hyperbolic p-gons and q polygons at
each vertex if

1

p
+

1

q
<

1

2
.

There are infinitely many such p and q values that
satisfy the equation. Therefore, there are infinitely
many tilings for a hyperbolic surface. Several tilings
of a hyperbolic surface are shown below. These im-
ages have been created by an online applet. The
link of this applet is given in the reference section
of this article.

I used the same applet to tile an image of myself
teaching spherical geometry (see below).

Let’s change our viewpoint once again and look at
tilings of a spherical plane. We can have a tile of a
spherical surface if

1

p
+

1

q
>

1

2
.

This is because the angle sum of a given spherical
triangle is greater than π. Below are images of all
possible tilings for a spherical surface with trian-
gles, squares and pentagons:

These tilings are closely related to the five Platonic
solids. If you flatten all of the polygon faces of any
of these, you will end of with one of the five fa-
mous Platonic solids. Interestingly, on the sphere,
we can have 2-gons which are also called lunas. In
that case the inequality

1

p
+

1

q
>

1

2

is true for any natural number q which basically
means that you can cover the surface of a sphere
with any finite number of lunas. A beach ball is a
good example of tiling a sphere with 6 lunas.

Considering fresh perspectives is often the source
of a better and deeper understanding of any sub-
ject. This approach provides us with a natural as-
sessment tool of our previous knowledge and helps
us further develop our understanding. In particular,
in mathematics, examining the various perspectives
and aspects of a problem can helps us to raise in-
teresting questions which might lead us to new dis-
coveries. For this reason, in this article, we looked
at the concept of tiling in three different geome-
tries to be able to understand the relationships bet-
ter and enrich our understanding. This is very sim-
ilar to the recent radical changes in our daily lives
brought on by the pandemic, which have pushed
us to expand our certain skills and explore avenues
that we haven’t explored before.
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Crunching the Numbers, Crushing

the Virus: Statistics and the Fight

Against COVID-19

by OLIVIA RENNIE

The COVID-19 pandemic has, without question,
presented a unique set of challenges here in Canada
and around the world. Not only has it been a dev-
astating health emergency, but also an economic
and social crisis, where livelihoods have been lost,
families and friends separated, and people left
yearning for activities once taken for granted. In
spite of the immeasurable loss COVID has wrought,
new insights have been birthed during this difficult
time. Statistics have been essential since the start
of this pandemic, gaining newfound respect from
health professionals, politicians, and everyday citi-
zens alike. With all eyes on daily figures and trends,
the study of statistics has been given a spotlight
during COVID-19- a one that is unlikely to go out
anytime soon. While it would be impossible for this
article to cover all of the ways statistics have been
put to use during COVID-19, several interesting ex-
amples will be highlighted here.

Publicly Available Databases:
Keeping the World Current

Each day, people from around the world search for
updated statistics regarding case numbers, hospi-
talizations, deaths, and more recently, vaccinations.
One website that has focused its efforts on provid-
ing relevant, accurate COVID-19 data is Our World
in Data, an initiative started by Max Roser of Ox-
ford University (Roser et al., 2020).

Sourcing its data from a combination of special-
ized institutes, research publications, and statisti-
cal agencies, Our World in Data covers more than
just COVID-19. Using the tools developed to ex-
plore issues as diverse as food distribution, defor-
estation, and global poverty, Roser’s organization
was in the perfect position to provide accurate, and
freely available statistics on the pandemic. Users
are even able to download complete datasets to run
their own data analyses!

Planning Ahead: Accurate Predic-
tions from Trend Analyses

Beyond day-to-day COVID metrics, statistics have
been (and will continue to be) essential for mod-
elling future trends and preparing for what lies
ahead. As countries around the world know all
too well, COVID-19 is a highly contagious virus
which has also proven to be exceedingly mutable.
Given what we know at present, understanding
the different scenarios that might play out is key
to distributing resources and raising public aware-
ness. These statistics have proven to be so impor-
tant that researchers have put significant efforts
into better understanding the trends, and how we
can make more reliable predictions moving for-
ward. One such paper, published in the Interna-
tional Journal of Health Sciences, explored statis-
tical methods that can be used to improve decision
making surrounding disease control (Ison, 2020).
As the article points out, focusing on short-term
trends such as daily case counts or hospitalizations
can be highly misleading. In this publication, as-
sessments of various statistical methods were con-
ducted, including Spearman’s rho, Mann-Whitney
U tests, Mann-Kendal tests, and Augmented Dickey-
Fuller tests. While data collection was restricted to
the United States, the overall findings suggested
(not surprisingly) that a combination of different
statistical methods is important for accurately inter-
preting trend data and making predictions for the
future. More than anything, it highlights the contin-
ued work that is necessary to understand these and
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other statistical tools, in order to assess both short-
and long-term patterns in our data - and ultimately,
to use these insights to fight the global pandemic.

Statistics at Ground-Zero: Ana-
lyzing Data from COVID-19 Pa-
tients

Not only are statistics essential for looking at
big data related to larger-scale trends, but also
in assessing patient outcomes and management
within healthcare settings. However, just as with
the trend analyses previously discussed, COVID-
19 has taught us that we may need to re-examine
the statistical tools used to analyze patient out-
comes. Another recent publication in the journal
Clinical Epidemiology outlined the pitfalls of vari-
ous statistical methods in the context of the global
pandemic (Wolkewitz et al., 2020). Many of these
methods will be familiar to statisticians young and
old alike, including Kaplan-Meier survival plots and
Cox or logistic regression models. For instance, as
this publication points out, in using standard Cox
regression models for time-to-event analyses, com-
peting events are often ignored. However, ignor-
ing competing events can create issues, such as
the death of a patient versus patients being dis-
charged from hospital alive . For instance, looking
at the interaction between competing events from
a broader perspective can shed some light on the
research question as a whole. In many cases, it can
be tough to tease apart events that might seem to
be unrelated, such as the aforementioned death
versus hospital discharge example. However, re-
search shows that in fact, while perhaps helping
patients to heal, longer hospital stays also increase
the risk of death. With respect to this specific ex-
ample, Wolkewitz et al. suggest that Cause-specific
Cox regression for both hospital mortality and hos-
pital discharge helps avoid competing risk biases.
Moreover, it also provides better understanding of
the implications of treatment as a whole.

Looking at time-dependent predictors such as time
to a patient requiring ventilation can also present
statistical challenges and biases, as hazard ratios for
a predictor and death tend to be underestimated.
This is of serious concern, as it can lead to these
predictors being missed or perhaps even considered
beneficial. Ventilation may save the lives of some
patients, but unfortunately, risk of death remains
high (Luo et al., 2020). The impact of improperly
applying statistical methods to pandemic data is not
trivial. As articles are continually being published

about COVID-19, it is important for results to be
reliable and accurate. Wolkewitz et al. put forth a
concerning thought: that perhaps much of our epi-
demiological data on patient outcomes is fraught
with errors, emphasizing that while statistics is of
great value, it can also lead to biased conclusions
with life-or-death consequences when misapplied.

Statistics Shines Again: Making
Sense of Vaccine Data

Perhaps the hottest topic of the present day is the
arrival, distribution, and administration of the sev-
eral COVID-19 vaccines now available. During the
(still ongoing) vaccine development stage, vaccine
efficacy has been a key area of interest as scientists
around the world work tirelessly to develop new,
safe and effective formulations. Here, as with ev-
erywhere else that data is captured, statistics bring
meaning to the numbers. In the case of vaccines,
assessing safety and efficacy is not as simple as
just having a control and treatment group, and eye-
balling differences on the page. Rigorous statistical
methods must be utilized to verify that the benefit
for those vaccinated is not simply due to chance.
To get accurate results, large sample sizes must be
used — ideally, samples that are representative of
the population itself. Statistics are also essential in
visualizing and communicating results to others, as
can be seen by this set of figures from an early vac-
cine trial, published in The Lancet in June 2020
(Zhu et al., 2020).

Statistics also came into play during the early days
of vaccine development, as researchers tried to
think creatively about new trial designs that could
be implemented, and which statistical methods (if
any) would be appropriate for analyzing such data.
As just one example, in an article originally pub-
lished in 2020 , different setups for vaccine trials
were explored, such as ‘efficacy trials,’ and ‘ring
vaccination trials’ (Jiang, Wang & Xia, 2020). Given
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the state of emergency COVID-19 has created, de-
veloping and assessing vaccines as quickly as pos-
sible — while not cutting any corners in safety
— was a challenge for all involved. As will be fa-
miliar to even introductory statistics students, ba-
sic principles of study designs must be considered,
such as controlling for Type I Errors, using double-
or single-blind techniques, and applying statistical
methods that produce unbiased estimates. Clearly,
it would be a waste of time and energy to widely
administer a vaccine that was found to be ‘effective’
in a study purely due to random chance. Statistics
come to the rescue again to help us feel confident
in the efficacy of vaccines!

Final Thoughts: The Power of
Statistics in a Time Like No Other

This year has certainly been one of ups and downs.
Each person has been challenged in their own ways,
and together we continue to hope for the day when
life will be ‘normal’ once again. Yet, this pandemic
has taught us more than how to wear a mask or
stay six feet apart from others. It has taught us the
importance of data, and how to use it to our ad-
vantage in the fight against COVID-19. Unlike the
infamous Spanish Flu one hundred years ago, we
now have novel ways not only of collecting and dis-
seminating data at an unprecedented rate, but also
analyzing it. As demonstrated here, statistics are
powerful, but must be used thoughtfully in order to
provide accurate interpretations of this vast amount
of data. It is an exciting time for statisticians and
mathematicians at all stages, from those just begin-
ning their undergraduate degrees to those nearing
the end of a fulfilling career. Above all else, one
thing is for certain — COVID-19 will leave plenty
of data to go around. More importantly, the insights
made today will also be essential in guiding us out
of this unprecedented time, and in preparing for fu-
ture pandemics.
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Looking Beyond the Obvious

by MANAAL HUSSAIN

Higher education institutions are meant to
breed, train, and produce critical thinkers; the lead-
ers of tomorrow. While we can take pride in equip-
ping them with the academic knowledge, instil in
them the importance of research development and
synthesis, and prepare them to take on challenges
that don’t even exists today, I cannot help but won-
der if this is enough? Are we producing graduates
who are fully capable of critically examining and
challenging narratives, understanding how these
narratives continue to position certain groups as
inferior, and reshaping the narratives to level the
playing field?

Reflecting back on my journey as a young person of
colour imagining an undergraduate career in math-
ematics, I remember reading a lot of reports that
flagged the persistent underperformance of certain
equity seeking groups. This was particularly con-
cerning to me as I had recently migrated to Canada;
I was already disadvantaged as my curriculum, re-
gardless of the scholarship that was awarded to me
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because of my high grades, was deemed to be “in-
ferior”. Combine this with the fact that I had failed
my diagnostic test – a test assigned to all students
in week 1 of classes to assess their standing – I
had no chance. Could it really be that I suddenly
wasn’t good enough, and that my prior academic
background held no credibility? Let’s pose the same
question in another context – Imagine that you as-
pire to be able to win a game. It is crucial that
you understand the rules first. You decide to spend
hours learning the rules of the game. You find out
on your day off that the game is to be played in a
different language. You fail to translate the rules
well, and end up losing the game. Would you say
that you lost because you didn’t understand the
game? Or because you didn’t understand the tool
(i.e. language) that was used to deliver the learning
(i.e. game).

This is a part of a bigger conversation that is of-
tentimes missing in STEM fields. Very rarely are
our racialized identities and varied experiences ac-
knowledged. Very rarely do these classroom focus
on creating equitable spaces. Very rarely is a cultur-
ally responsible and responsive pedagogy assumed
in these spaces. Of the multiple identities a student
brings with them to the classroom, the only iden-
tity that is acknowledged is that of being a student.
Nothing more. A student might be battling an array
of emotions because of how their community was
targeted in recent times, but the only emotion they
are to bring to these classrooms is that of a de-
tached individual. While I can appreciate that these
dialogues are easy to curate in the world of hu-
manities and social sciences, it is unimaginable to
suggest that STEM fields offer absolutely no space
for such conversations to take place.

To my fellow teachers – explore ways in which
equity-based pedagogy can be embedded into your
curriculum. Explore assessments that leverage mul-
tiple competencies, and affirms learners’ identi-
ties. Challenge dominant narratives and spaces of
marginality. Finally, equip your students to identify
their privilege and place in society, and teach them
how to be an ally to those in need. To my fellow stu-
dents, the leaders of tomorrow – engage in equity-
centered learning on your own. Develop an aware-
ness of the various systemic inequalities at play, and
how they might be acting as a barrier for some. Be
an ally in the fight against racism – and other isms
and phobias. Create a better society than the one
you inherited.

Elliptic Curve Cryptography with a

Side of Groups

by AUGUST LU

Some Background and Motiva-
tion

RSA, named after its inventors Rivest, Shamir, and
Adleman, is one of the oldest algorithms in cryp-
tography—the science of secure data transmission.
This otherwise complicated cryptosystem can be
summarized in a sentence for our purposes:

It is hard to factor a large integer into prime numbers.

We say it’s a hard problem in the computational
sense. Crudely speaking, this means that there’s no
known algorithm which can consistently do this
in reasonable time on a classical computer. In the
context of cryptography, this is exactly the type
of situation we’d like to be in. Computationally-
expensive problems make secure communication a
reality, and, as we are about to find out, they ap-
pear in various forms.

The industry-standard RSA boasts a lifespan of
nearly half a century, so one would naturally won-
der why other cryptographic systems—such as el-
liptic curve cryptography—ever came to fruition.

The study of elliptic curves far predates cryptog-
raphy, but at present, these objects take on quite
an applied role. In the same vein as RSA, elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) is a variation of public-
key encryption which is shockingly, built on elliptic
curves. One notable usage of ECC today is in cryp-
tocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. Its consid-
erably smaller key sizes, which don’t detract from
the security, make it a highly appealing alternative
to RSA when processing power and storage are lim-
ited. But all this talk dances around questions at the
heart of the subject: what is an elliptic curve? What
is the equivalent hard problem for ECC? How can
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we send secret messages with it? We hope to untan-
gle just some of the concepts that govern ECC.

The Group Structure of Points

Below is a continuous version of a special curve
named secp256k1, the one used in Bitcoin. It’s given
by the equation y2 = x3+7. Satoshi Nakamoto, the
pseudonymous creator, chose this for “no particular
reason.”

Let’s geometrically define the addition of two points
on a curve E as follows.

1. If P,Q are points on E, draw a line through P
and Q. The point at which the line intersects
E will be labelled R′.

2. Draw a vertical line through R′. We say P +
Q = R where R is the point obtained from
the intersection of the vertical line through R′

with E.

It turns out that the points ofE form an abelian (i.e.
commutative) group with respect to addition. Like
a field, a group is an algebraic structure, albeit with
significantly fewer restrictions. The study of groups
is playful and vibrant, for there is an endless variety
of examples arising from this lenience.

Definition 1 Let G be a set endowed with a binary
operation +. We say (G, +) is a group if it satisfies
the following group axioms:

1. Associativity. For all a, b, c ∈ G, (a+ b) + c =
a+ (b+ c).

2. Existence of an identity element. There exists
an element e ∈ G such that, for all a ∈ G,
e + a = a and a + e = a. When the operation
is addition, we can think of this as the “zero”
of the group, as we are hopefully familiar with
the notion that adding zero to numbers gives
the same number back.

3. Existence of inverses. For all a ∈ G, there ex-
ists an element b ∈ G such that a + b = e and
b+a = e. This element b is usually denoted −a.

Our definition of addition needs to be fleshed out a
bit. What if P = −Q? How do we compute P + Q
here? In our case, the identity element is denoted
by the symbol∞, representing a point "at infinity".

It doesn’t tend well to geometric intuition, but
P + Q = ∞ by assumption. What about the case
where we try to add P to itself?

The line passing through P is a tangent line, and
now it’s business as usual; our protocol for adding
points works.

We can actually keep adding P to itself repeatedly
with the same procedure. If we do this n times, de-
note this by nP for convenience. We will call this
process scalar multiplication.

Discrete Logarithm

At the beginning, we mentioned in passing the no-
tion of a hard problem. In RSA, the time-consuming
problem is factoring large integers into primes. It is
here that we present the backbone of ECC—the dis-
crete logarithm.

Definition 2 (Discrete logarithm problem)
Given two points P,Q on a curve, find k ∈ Z so
that Q = kP .

It may be surprising that this process can get ex-
tremely time-consuming for large values, so much
so that it may surpass the universe’s lifetime. Like
RSA, there is no known algorithm that can solve
this in polynomial time on a classical computer. To
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calculate Q from kP is fast, since it’s scalar mul-
tiplication, but to find k from Q and P is tedious,
since it’s the discrete logarithm. It is precisely this
that makes ECC secure.

Diffie-Hellman-Merkle Key Ex-
change for Elliptic Curves

Consider the following allegorical scenario, used to
illustrate key exchange between two parties at a
high level.

Leia and Vraj want to gossip about their rival Imad
using Biscord, a popular online messaging plat-
form. Unbeknownst to them, Imad was recently
promoted to head of operations at Brogers, their
local internet service provider, and he is more ea-
ger than ever to violate the organization’s code of
ethics. How might the two exchange their secret
texts over the application without fearing that a
malicious actor at Brogers—perhaps Imad—might
see them? The exchange of secret information re-
quires these parameters:

• the prime p where the elliptic curve is defined
over Zp (in practice, the ECC’s curves are de-
fined over a finite field like the integers mod p
instead of R)*

• a point P on the elliptic curve which gener-
ates* the group

The idea goes like this.

1. Leia and Vraj each generate a private key kL
and kV respectively, where kL, kV are inte-
gers less than or equal to the cardinality of
the group. No one is to know kL except for
Leia, and equivalently for Vraj.

2. They then generate public keys QL and
QV . Given the shared generator point P of
the subgroup (since they’re using the same
curve), Leia computes QL = kLP and Vraj
computes QV = kV P . The names private and
public key should be evocative of their visi-
bility to third parties. Here’s where we’re at
currently:

Key Leia Vraj

Private kL kV
Public QL = kLP QV = kV P

3. Leia and Vraj give each other their public keys QL

and QV . It doesn’t matter if Imad can see this.

4. Leia computes SL = kLQV and Vraj computes
SV = kV QL. As it turns out, SL and SV are ac-
tually the same.

SL = kLQV = kL(kV P ) = kV (kLP ) = kV QL = SV

Since they both share a common number, it can be
used as a secret between them. It would not be pos-
sible for Imad to figure this out. SL, SV can now
be used as the encryption key in something like a
symmetric-key cipher for sending messages. Find-
ing Q from k and P is easy (scalar multiplication),
but finding k from Q and P is hard (discrete log-
arithm problem). This means that an outsider like
Imad viewing the transmission will struggle to ob-
tain the private key from information that may be
public (the public keys Q and generator point P ).
By “struggle”, we of course mean by the standards
of modern supercomputers.
* The technicalities of this are beyond the scope of the
article. If it interests you, a more detailed explanation
can be found here: https://bit.ly/2Uv4swL
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The Mathematics of Juggling

by PARKER GLYNN-ADEY

Introduction

Mathematics can appear in the most unlikely
places; it doesn’t always happen in a lecture hall.
You might see a bit of mathematics performed at
a circus if you look carefully enough. In this short
note , we will explore the mathematics of juggling.
Ronald Graham, a mathematical pioneer and expert
juggler once said: “Juggling is sometimes called the
art of controlling patterns, controlling patterns in
time and space. Math is sometimes called the sci-
ence of patterns.”
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Throw Height

To explain how juggling works, we need to deter-
mine some features of juggling trajectories. In par-
ticular, we must know how high to throw the balls
so that they land on schedule. Let us introduce a
function h(t) to measure the height of the ball as
a function of time measured in beats. The condi-
tion that the ball be thrown on beat zero, and land
on beat n, can be re-written as h(0) = h(n) = 0.
To determine the rest of the trajectory, we need to
account for the influence of gravity. Ever since New-
ton saw an apple fall outside his mother’s house,
and observed that the same force was pulling the
moon towards the Earth, mathematicians have
modelled gravity as constant downward acceler-
ation. As acceleration is the second derivative of
position, we write the influence of gravity as a
statement about the second derivative of h(t).

We are looking to determine the maximum of a
height function h(t) such that h′′(t) = −G for a
gravitational constant G > 0. Integration gives:

h′(t) =

∫
h′′(t)dt =

∫
−Gdt = −Gt+ C1 (Eq. 1)

and integrating again we get:

h(t) =

∫
(−Gt+C1)dt = −

G

2
t2 +C1t+C2 (Eq. 2)

And now we must determine the values of the con-
stants of integration C1 and C2. The ball initially
begins at height zero. So, we have the equation:
0 = h(0) = C2. Substituting this in to Equation 2
gives: h(t) = −G2 t

2 + C1t. Our other condition on
throw height is that the ball must land on the nth
beat. Using the fact that h(n) = 0 we get:

h(n) = −G
2
n2 + C1n = n(−G

2
n+ C1) = 0 (Eq. 3)

Thus, solving for C1, we obtain C1 = nG2 . This tells
us that our parabola must be

h(t) = −G
2
t2 +

nG

2
t (Eq. 4)

This equation models the trajectory of a ball that
starts at height zero and returns to height zero at
time n beats. In mathematical physics, it is com-
mon to pick units that make formulas look nice. In
this case, it is helpful to pick G = 2. We get the
following parabola:

h(t) = −t2 + nt (Eq. 5)

To determine the maximum height of the ball, we
optimize the function h(t) from Equation 5. Next,

we work backwards and take some derivatives. We
have h′(t) = −2t + n and thus h′(t) = 0 when
t = n

2 ; that is, the ball reaches its maximum height
at halfway through its trajectory. Next, we can an-
swer a fundamental question about juggling: In or-
der for a ball to land at t = n, how high do we have
to throw it? Using the parabola we calculated, we
must throw the ball to height:

h(
n

2
) = −(n

2
)2 + n(

n

2
) =

3

4
n2 (Eq. 6)

This means that the throw heights grow quadrati-
cally in n. If you to throw a ball so that it lands five
beats later, you must throw it much higher than if
you want it to land three beats later. How much
higher? Well, using Equation 6, we can calculate:

h( 52 )

h( 32 )
=

3
45

2

3
23

2
≈ 277%

Siteswap

We turn our attention to what patterns of heights
are compatible when juggling. Suppose that we
throw a ball to arrive three beats later. We can keep
on throwing and catching the ball, with a nice even
rhythm, and we would obtain:

X _ _ X _ _ X _ _
3 3 3

The Xs signify that we are holding a ball, and the
blanks signify that we are not holding a ball. If we
pay attention to the gaps in the sequence, then it
is clear that we can add in another ball in between
these beats:

X Y _ X Y _ X Y _
3 3 3 3 3 3

There is one last set of evenly space gaps where we
could place a ball:

X Y Z X Y Z X Y Z
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

To describe this juggling pattern, we can say that
we throw “3” on each beat. Thus, the pattern is
called 3. This is the standard way that most people
first learn to juggle, and it is called the “three ball
cascade”.

This notation for juggling patterns, called Siteswap
notation, describes a juggling pattern as a list of
durations measured in beats. It was discovered by
many independent groups of jugglers in the late
1980s. Once jugglers had a system for writing down
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juggling patterns, they were able to creatively ex-
plore the possibilities it enabled. The invention of
Siteswap notation created an explosion of new and
exotic juggling patterns. To get a sense of how the
system works, we’ll explain the first pattern discov-
ered with this new notation.

Suppose that we throw a ball for a duration of four
beats.

X _ _ _ X _ _ _
4 4

We could follow this with another throw for a du-
ration of four beats.

X Y _ _ X Y _ _
4 4

Note that there is a small gap between the first
XY and the second XY. Prior to the invention of
Siteswap notation, no one noticed that you could
insert a small quick throw of duration one in be-
tween these two groups; this means that we can
throw a ball Z so that it lands one beat later.

X Y Z Z X Y _ _
4 4 1

This creates the juggling pattern 441. This pattern,
was one of the first genuinely new patterns dis-
covered by mathematician jugglers,and is called
441 because the balls are thrown so that they land
“four beats later, four beats later, one beat later” If
we continue the pattern in this fashion, we get:

X Y Z Z X Y Y Z
4 4 1 4 4 1

States

So, thinking mathematically, we can ask: “What
juggling patterns are possible?” The existence of
the pattern 441 came as a surprise to many jugglers
when it was first discovered. What other patterns
could be lurking in the numbers?

Let’s assume that we’re going to juggle three balls,
and that the highest possible throw will land four
beats later. (This is a simplifying assumption, we
could theoretically investigate juggling a hundred
balls up to a thousand beats but nobody would
be able to juggle them in real life.) If we’re only
throwing balls which land at most four beats later,
then we only need to focus on any window of four
beats. Since there are three balls, we must assign
three balls to the four beats. This can be done in
four ways:

X X X _
X X _ X
X _ X X
_ X X X

We call these juggling states. They record when
balls will land. To throw a ball, we advance time
by one beat, and place the ball in the spot where it
lands. For example, if we are in juggling state X Y Z
- and throw a ball to land four beats later then we
obtain the state Y Z - X. The first ball was thrown to
the fourth beat. This framework allows us to con-
struct a juggling state graph. There is an edge la-
belled k from state S to state T if T is the result of
throwing a ball k beats when in state S.

Closed paths on this graph correspond to possible
juggling sequences. The loop at the top is the stan-
dard cascade 3. If we follow the boundary of the
triangle on the right hand side, we get the juggling
pattern 441.

Conclusion

In this rapid tour of juggling, we’ve seen calculus
and a little bit of discrete mathematics. The mathe-
matics of juggling is a surprisingly rich subject, with
lots of discoveries still waiting to be uncovered. If
you’re eager to start experimenting, or to try out
juggling, we encourage you to look at the following
resources.
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Russell’s Paradox

by POURYA MEMARPANAHI

In this article, we will be exploring the axioms
of set theory. It is known as “ZFC”, an abbrevia-
tion for “Zermelo–Fraenkel Set Theory with Axiom of
Choice.” ZFC consists of 9 axioms. We will introduce
six of them in this article. We will also deduce the
existence of various types of infinities; more specif-
ically the existence of larger and larger infinities. In
future issues of U(t)-Mathazine, we will introduce
the rest of the “ZFC” axioms with the ultimate goal
for investigating the so called “Continuum Hypoth-
esis.”

The foundation of our Mathematical World started
off with sets and our studies of sets. Interestingly
enough, it began with a set with no membership,
which we call the “Null Set”. It is a set contain-
ing no elements, and it is denoted as ∅. Using that
emptiness, we can actually construct another set,
a set containing the null set as an element. Let
us call it 1 := {∅}. We can keep on constructing
more sets, 2 := {∅, {∅}}, and we can keep on go-
ing, 3 := {∅, {∅}, {∅, {∅}}}... However, you should
ask yourself, how did we get from 0 to 1? and then
from 1 to 2? Well, we used one of the axioms of
ZFC, “Axiom of Pairing.” What happened was we
paired two sets, the set 0 and the set 1. So, our set
2 has two elements in it; the null set, and the set
containing the null set as an element.

Let us introduce the axiom of pairing:

∀x∀y∃z 3: (x ∈ z ∧ y ∈ z)

That sequence of quantifiers can be read as for any
set x for any set y, there is another set z, such that
x and y are both elements of the set z. So, there is
a set that contains both x and y as elements

Another axiom of ZFC, which I would like to intro-
duce to you is the axiom of union:

∀x∃u 3: (y ∈ a ∧ a ∈ x)→ y ∈ u

As a matter of fact, this axiom asserts a lot more
than the existence of the union; it states that given
any set x, there is another set u, such that u con-
tains the elements of elements of x. Let us de-
note our set u by ∪x. This notation might make
things easier for you to comprehend. Let us be
more explicit. Consider the following example: x =
{2, {4, 5}} then ∪x = {∅, 1, 4, 5}. You should ask
yourselves, what were the comprising elements of
our set 2? Also, remember that ∪x can contain more
elements! The quantifier stated there is a set! Note,

that given any set x, its elements are also sets them-
selves. These sets are called “hereditary sets”.

Another important axiom of ZFC for the purpose of
this article is the power set axiom:

∀x∃y 3: ∀a ∈ y(b ∈ a)→ b ∈ x

This axiom states that given any set x there is an-
other set which consists of subsets of the set x. Let
us denote that particular set as P(x).

There are 7 more axioms remaining if we acknowl-
edge the existence of the empty set as our first ax-
iom of ZFC. Well-foundedness or axiom of regu-
larity is:

∀x 6= ∅∃a ∈ x 3: (∀b ∈ x,b /∈ x)

or equivalently

∀x 6= ∅∃a ∈ x 3: (x ∩ a = ∅)

It basically deduces that every nonempty set has a
minimal element with respect to ∈- relation. Note
that the above statement also implies that no set
is an element of itself! The next mathematical no-
tion which should come into mind once we have
some sets to work with, is the idea of its size- ba-
sically the number of its elements. We call this the
cardinality, and we denote it as |x|. If x contains
finitely many elements, then we say its cardinal-
ity is finite and it is equal to some natural number
n. This might not be very interesting. Interesting
questions arise when we have a set which consists
of infinitely many points. At this point we invoke
another ZFC axiom called the axiom of infinity
which asserts the existence of an infinite set.

∃x 3: (∅ ∈ x ∧ ∀a ∈ x)→ a ∪ {a} ∈ x

It basically depicts that given any element in our set
x, its immediate successor is also in that set. Note
that we could not have concluded the existence of
such a set using the previously mentioned axioms!
Let us denote this set as “ω”. As an example, if
2 ∈ ω → 3 ∈ ω. Let us recall how we constructed
3. It was 3 = 2 ∪ {2}. 3 is the immediate successor
of 2. Think of this set as the set of natural numbers
along with zero.

Intuitively, it is an infinite set of the smallest size
in the class of infinite sets. Galileo illustrated how
there are infinities bigger than a given infinity.
Draw a circle, he said, and draw infinitely many
lines from the center, reaching the circumference
of the circle. Now draw a bigger circle encompass-
ing the given circle. Extend those infinitely many
lines to reach the outer circle’s circumference. As
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we are extending the lines, we are creating gaps in
between, and now we can insert more lines in be-
tween and thereof, creating a “larger” infinity. Let
us actually see a proof of this fact, using the ZFC
Axioms that we have introduced in this paper. Be-
fore we proceed with our proofs, let us first develop
a mathematical notion of two sets having the same
cardinality (size), and or bigger.

Two sets x and y have the same cardinality if there
is a bijective function φ : x→ y. A bijective function
is a 1-1 (injective), and onto (surjective) function.
This means

∀b ∈ y∃!a ∈ x 3: φ(a) = b.

This reads: given any element b in our co-domain,
there is a unique pre-image, a, for b under our func-
tion φ. We also say x has a smaller cardinality than
y, |x| < |y|, if there is an injective, but not a sur-
jective function, φ : x ↪→ y. Alternatively, two sets
x and y have the same cardinality if there is an
injective function ρ0 from A into B and an injec-
tive function ρ1 from B into A. This is the so called
“Cantor-Bernsteing Theorem.”

We are now ready to establish the existence of
larger infinities using mathematical concepts. We
will achieve this goal by showing that given any
set x, the cardinality of its power set P(x) is al-
ways greater than the cardinality of x. Let us pro-
ceed with our proofs. Take any arbitrary set x and
let its cardinality be donated by |x| as usual. First
note that there is always an injective function from
x to its P(x), simply map a ∈ x to {a} ⊂ x. Sup-
pose on the contrary those two sets have the same
size, and hence there is a surjective map φ among
those two sets. Ultimately we could enumerate all
the elements of P(x), indexed by the elements of
x itself. So,

P(x) = {ax : x ∈ x}.

Define the following set b = {x ∈ x : x /∈ ax}.
This is possible using the comprehension axiom
of ZFC which states given any set x and any for-
mula ψ, {x ∈ x : ψ(x)} is also a set. Note that ψ(x)
just means x satisfies our formula ψ. Since any sub-
set of our set x is enumerated by the elements of x,
there is an x0 ∈ x such that b = ax0 .

Here we can ask ourselves the following questions:
Is x0 ∈ ax0? “or” x0 /∈ ax0? We cannot have the
former case. Why not? Well, if x0 ∈ ax0

then x0
cannot be an element of b, since it does not satisfy
the formula defining b, so, x0 /∈ b = ax0

, and that
is a contradiction with our original choice x0 ∈ ax0

.
So, you might think that it should be the latter case,

right? Unfortunately, that case will lead us to a con-
tradiction as well! If x0 /∈ ax0

, then x0 ∈ b = ax0
!

This is what it is called “Russell’s Paradox”. Hence
we cannot enumerate the power set of any set by
the elements of that set, implying the existence of
larger cardinalities.

This brings us to the end of the first part of this
article. We will scrutinize more in depth concepts
in our next article, and build the foundation and
framework to study “Continuum Hypothesis.”

Book Review - Cubed: The Puzzle Of

Us All

by TREVOR CAMERON

Ernő Rubik’s new book "Cubed: The Puzzle Of
Us All" is a fairly scatterbrained compilation of
loosely related musings that most readers will find
approximately as interesting as they find the man
himself. Although it’s a bit rough around the edges,
this is perhaps for the best. It comes across as an
honest (if perhaps guarded) portrait of the mind
behind the Cube.

The book is a bit difficult to categorize. It isn’t
exactly a memoir or autobiography in the tradi-
tional sense; if you’re hoping to learn more about
Rubik as a person, you might find yourself disap-
pointed. Autobiographically speaking, he keeps his
cards fairly close to his chest. He sketches the ba-
sic schematic of his personal life as a professor of
architecture, but keeps most of the finer details
to himself. He goes into his upbringing and rela-
tionships with his (now deceased) parents a fair
bit, but makes only passing reference to his own
family–usually not even by name.

However, if you’re interested in his philosophies
on life, or on his work, there’s plenty to sink your
teeth into. Along with the history of the Cube, this
is the meat and potatoes of the book. But it must
be said that the book is more than a little disorga-
nized. Rubik makes repeated reference to the fact
that he "hate[s] to write", and, well, it would ap-
pear that he hates to edit too. Although the events
leading up to the advent of the Cube are sprinkled
in in approximately chronological order, there is
otherwise little in the way of discernible structure.
Indeed, Rubik himself writes: "When I began this
project, I was determined that the book not have an
evident structure. I definitely didn’t want chapters
and imagined it to have almost no beginning and
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no end." The book is divided into six chapters, but
as per Rubik’s wishes, it’s not entirely clear what
divides one from another. Each chapter consists of
a series of largely unconnected mini-essays, where
Rubik muses on the nature of human curiosity, cre-
ativity, the connections between the arts and the
sciences, and the universal appeal of puzzles (the
book’s subtitle is, after all, "The Puzzle Of Us All").
Structural quibbles aside, these bite-sized medita-
tions are generally insightful, and likely worth the
price of admission on their own for any prospec-
tive reader. The book’s six chapters are bookended
by a brief introduction from the perspective of the
anthropomorphized Cube, as well as a post-script
interview with both Rubik and the Cube. Although
Rubik’s own reflections on the book (which include
the above quote) are quite interesting, the whole
talking Cube thing comes across at best as silly.
There may be the kernel of an interesting narrative
device there, but as it is, it’s a bit more like a seg-
ment from a children’s puppet show.

As for who the book is for, I think a fairly
wide variety of people might find something to en-
joy, from casual former childhood Cubers to com-
petitive Speedcubers, puzzle enthusiasts to math
majors–the common denominator simply being an
interest in Rubik or the Cube. But that’s not to say
that the book is only for hardened Cubers. Person-
ally, I went into it more or less blind. I made a
conscious decision not to get a Cube until after I
finished this review, in order to be able to present
the outsider’s perspective (which, particularly as an
English major, I certainly am). I’ve held a cube in
my hands once or twice, but never owned or solved
one. This is a bit odd in hindsight. I am passably
familiar with a decent variety of puzzles, having
had an uncle with a masters degree in pure math
growing up who was always giving me puzzles and
brain teasers for Christmases and birthdays, but
somehow the Cube has nonetheless evaded me.

So if, like me, you don’t have much or any ex-
perience with the Cube, this doesn’t necessarily
preclude you from reading the book (and even
enjoying it). For the most part, it’s written to be
intelligible to the uninitiated, although there are
some sections that seem to presuppose a great deal
of puzzle-related knowledge. In particular, early
on in the book, Rubik spends a good deal of page
space discussing the various puzzles that inspired
the Cube, rather matter-of-factly, and without a sin-
gle diagram. You’re probably going to want to have
Google Images handy as you read. I know I did. The
complete lack of visual aids throughout the book is
particularly glaring, and perhaps even ironic, given

that Rubik often meditates on the limitations of
language as a medium for communicating ideas.
The only visual to be found is a small Cube in the
bottom corner of each page by the page number,
which will spin and solve itself if you flip through
the pages (a rather nice touch).

All told, if you’re interested in taking a glimpse
at the rather eccentric mind of Ernő Rubik, you will
most likely find what you’re looking for here. The
book may be a little bit all over the place, but its
messiness lends it a certain charming authenticity.
And for what it’s worth, I’ve just ordered a cube of
my own.

COVID and Change

by LILAANI THANGAVADIVELU

I consider myself to be a part of the lucky group
of first year students. Those who entered their first
day of university classes in the fall of 2019 had
the opportunity to experience many firsts in-person
(ex. lectures, exams, between class breaks, meeting
friends). When the pandemic hit and there were
talks of switching university education to online,
many felt nervous, but we were lucky enough to
have had the privilege of experiencing at least some
of first year in person. I know many people feel that
COVID-19 has caused a lot of chaos, but for me, it
has been my reason for change.

I thought high school was going to be my last time
doing any math. My calculator was hidden in my
backpack until I realized I still had one more math
related course to complete for my Neuroscience
major: Introduction to Statistics. I took a deep
breath, rummaged through my bag to find my cal-
culator, and walked into my then final math class
ready to go, and to my surprise, it would turn out
to be far from my last math class.

The word “Statistics” itself sounds tricky. Three t’s
three s’s. On a good day, I would get confused with
the spelling. Just imagine a stressful day! If you
have had a poor experience learning math in the
past, it seems dreadful having to pay for a course
that you seem to have always struggled in. How-
ever, statistics is unique. It is the type of math that
you can say is actually used in your everyday life.
With some practice and a lot of help when in doubt,
you can actually change your perspective on math.
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I knew that I would have to start early on getting
help. I invested in a textbook, only to realize my
eyes were drooping by the end of the first para-
graph. I struggled to keep up during the lectures
and would get too nervous to ask questions. That is
when I made the switch. I started looking into solv-
ing the professor’s practice problems, spent many
hours in the Math and Statistics Learning Centre,
made a group of friends to bounce ideas off of
whenever we were confused, and watched lecture
recordings from the comfort of my own home. In
fact, for the first time in my life I felt extremely
elated when I began working on my biology lab
report and understood the significance of the p-
values in the study’ s results. Even when the pan-
demic started and we had to begin learning from
home, it was very manageable to keep up with the
work and feel accomplished. Statistics made sense.

I slowly started wondering: will this appreciation
of statistics fade away after this course? I was still
contemplating what I wanted to do. How could I,
a person who came in for Neuroscience, be enjoy-
ing a statistics course? Did that mean I was heading
down the wrong path? It was during this time when
I was introduced to the Applied Statistics program.
It opened up the possibility of pursuing both a sci-
ence and applied statistics degree, without giving
up either.

Now, at the end of my second year of university, I
have had the opportunity to continue in my statis-
tics journey while simultaneously pursuing my sci-
ence courses. Although I had to make adjustments
to my studying methods and reach out for help
as needed, the statistics centre and the professors
have been extremely compassionate and support-
ive. Choosing this program is one of the best de-
cisions I have made in my undergrad experience.
It has guided me toward many opportunities and
potential postgraduate studies which combine my
passions, such as epidemiology. Although I was ini-
tially apprehensive of making the jump, choosing
to pursue an Applied Statistics minor reminded me
that sometimes, change is good for you.

Why Am I So Obsessed with Linear

Algebra?

by AKIRA TAKAKI

Before I answer the question in the title, I’d like
to talk about linear algebra as a whole. Linear alge-
bra has a long rooted history in equations— systems
of equations, in fact— that look a little like this:

5x+ 3y + 7z = 8

9x+ 20y + 8z = 3

420x+ 6y + 9z = 1337

How would you even begin to solve this?
In my opinion, the huge change just comes with a
shift in perspective. Instead of looking at this, con-
sider it as a “matrix-vector” product, like this: 5 3 7

9 20 8
420 6 9

xy
z

 =

 8
3

1337


The way we define the multiplication between the
matrix and the vector is exactly what you saw with
the top three equations. In essence, we’ve changed
nothing but the aesthetic of the equation.

However, doing it this way, pushes for a drastic
change in perspective. If you now consider the “ma-
trix” (3 by 3 looking object) and the “vector” (both
3 by 1 looking objects), you get a different kind of
thinking.

For mathematicians, it’s thinking of matrices like
functions. Yeah, functions like f : x 7→ x3. Except,
in this case, the inputs and outputs are vectors,
which are these sorts of n-dimensional numbers.
This change in thinking lets you think and ask of
things like when is this function one-to-one (every
output has a unique input) or when is this function
onto (every output has at least one input)?

Before I get into that: already it can be overwhelm-
ing to have so many numbers and variables on
screen. We’re talking about one equation and there
are already 12 numbers and 3 variables. That can
get really messy, really quickly!

So our shift in perspective needs one more thing.
We’re going to call the matrix A, the input vector
v, and the output vector b. Now our equation be-
comes:

Av = b

Much simpler, isn’t it? The keen readers must be
bewildered—how can we differentiate between
numbers and vectors and matrices if they’re all
just letters? It’s all about context—much like the
English language itself. We use specific letters for
specific things because it’s very suggestive to the
reader, and very helpful for people to follow along
with what we’re talking about.
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In the context of linear algebra, lower case letters
are usually vectors like u, v, w, x, y, z and constants
(real numbers or complex numbers, whatever the
situation calls for) are denoted with a, c, k but hon-
estly, it’s up to the writer, and they usually stick
with one convention. Capital letters are almost al-
ways used for matrices.

Back to the system of equations.

5x+ 3y + 7z = 8

9x+ 20y + 8z = 3

420x+ 6y + 9z = 1337

If you’ve studied a bit of vectors and systems of
equations, you know that there are three possibil-
ities.

◦ The equations have zero solutions.
◦ The equations have one (unique) solution.
◦ The equations have infinite solutions.

This might be confusing to think about, but the
idea is that once you have more than one solution,
you can do all sorts of rearrangements with your
inputs to get infinitely many more. What does this
correspond to in terms of function language? Well,
we can talk about the whole set of vectors, and not
just look at a particular one. If every vector b has a
solution, that means A is onto. For a given vector
b , if the solution to Av = b is unique, then A is
one-to-one.

We actually phrase these things in terms of more
complicated terms like linear independence and
span, but I don’t want to get into too much depth
yet. So let’s work with our matrix! Notice that we
can rewrite the matrix product as follows: 5 3 7

9 20 8
420 6 9

xy
z

 = x

 5
9

420

+y

 3
20
6

+z

7
8
9


By varying x, y, z, we can get every possible output
of this matrix. Now the question is, how can we
write this in a simple way?

It’s a matter of finding out which vectors are "re-
dundant" in their information. In this case, there
are none. (Showing this is outside the scope of this
article, but you can take a class in linear algebra to
find out.) The idea of redundancy looks like this:

1
0
0

 ,

0
1
0

 ,

1
1
0



Clearly, the third vector doesn’t help in giving any
information, because we can create it from the
other two. This is much more formalized in linear
algebra proper, and it’s really interesting.

With this equation: 5 3 7
9 20 8
420 6 9

xy
z

 = x

 5
9

420

+y

 3
20
6

+z

7
8
9


We can actually find that by varying x, y, z, not only
can we get any vector in R3, they will all have
unique solutions.

Why Is Any of This Worth Taking
an Entire Class Over?

Even if you think the above studies and going
deeper might be of some interest - you have yet to
see how wide-reaching linear algebra and it’s stud-
ies go.

Quantum Mechanics

The way electrons behave with orbitals, spins and
the general information they possess—all this can
be modelled very well by complex vectors, and con-
cepts like quantum entanglement are just talking
about the kind of redundancy of information in vec-
tors we highlighted earlier. Heck, the notation is
very suspiciously lifted from vectors:

〈φ|ϕ〉 = 〈φ, ϕ〉

where the left side is the bra-ket notation, and the
right side is the inner product notation used in your
second linear algebra class.

For example, the Hadamard transform H is literally
a matrix, as follows:

1√
2

[
1 1
1 −1

]

Economics

Suppose you want to find a way of changing your
stocks based off of your returns, and you can find
a relation between your stocks growing/decreasing
from each other. It could look something like this,
where G is the change in the GME stock and M is
the change in the Microsoft stock.
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M ′ = −2G+ 0.5M

G′ = G−M

Somehow you’ve reached back into the hands of lin-
ear algebra!

Linear Regression

Finding the curve of best fit according to a model,
or finding a bunch of continuous curves to fit (cubic
spline kinda deal) involves a bunch of systems of
equations—and again— that’s just linear algebra.

Linear regression is important— it lets you predict
things to come, or things that have happened in-
between (like in a chemistry experiment and you
have insufficient data for some time period).

Machine Learning

In essence, what a lot of neural networks do, is take
in an input vector, which could be a 256 by 256 im-

age, or even a video, comprising of 10000 frames of
these images, which is still a vector, and use a bunch
of linear algebra and calculus to figure out what to
do. Here linear algebra here lets you gather data
specific sections in the data set - for a data set of
images of bees, you could be looking for the yellow
and the black, and trying to remove the other com-
ponents. It’s all about the values in that matrix—
you have to tweak them appropriately so that the
right values get accentuated.

Conclusion

I could go on and on about linear algebra, but
there’s no substitute for actually taking a linear al-
gebra course. It’s probably the one topic in math
that you can see being used in many different
places, and it’s really cohesive in it’s study! Every-
thing in the first two linear algebra courses is in-
terrelated (span, independence, injectivity, surjec-
tivity, bases, invertibility, inner products), and it’s
kind of beautiful that it all works out. That’s prob-
ably why I’m so obsessed with linear algebra. It ap-
pears everywhere and it’s just a beautiful subject.

Studying Mathematics During the Pandemic and Beyond

by VESELIN JUNGIC AND LISTIARINI LISTIARINI

Dream big - because anything is possible! Pictured here is an illustration of a mathematics student
taking notes during a lecture - an image conceptualized by Professor Veselin Jungic of Simon Fraser Uni-
versity and his student Listiarini Listiarini. Look closely at the image and you’ll notice that behind the
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student is a photo of Professor Maryam Mirzakhani, the first (and only) woman and Iranian mathemati-
cian to be awarded the Fields Medal, the most prestigious award in mathematics. Throughout her life,
Maryam pushed boundaries, and was known for her innovative ideas and relentless curiosity. Maryam
was a professor at Stanford University up until she passed away from cancer at the age of 40. Despite the
brevity of her life, Maryam’s legacy lives on in the hearts and minds of students like the one shown here.
So, believe in yourself and pursue your dreams! A career in mathematics and/or statistics is limitless,
with countless opportunities to contribute meaningfully to the field and the world at large. What do you
think about this image? What other elements of this image relate to your personal journey learning or
teaching mathematics? Can you try to solve the following integral problem that appears on the student’s
tablet? ∫ π/2

0

x cos2n(x)dx

You can send us your thoughts or the solution to this integral problem by November 29, 2021. Our email
address is: mathstats.utsc@utoronto.ca.

Call for Submissions

Have a topic in mathematics and/or statistics that you’re passionate about?
Want to have your voice heard? Then look no further, because this is your
chance to contribute to the next edition of the U(t)-Mathazine! The pro-
cess is simple: send us your articles or ideas by November 29, 2021 .
Articles should be a maximum of 3 single-spaced pages, including any
figures. We welcome a variety of different submission types - standard
text articles, illustrations, drawings, comics, creative writing, research,
book reviews, etc. Have an idea but not sure where to start? Please get
in touch, and we will be happy to help you with the writing and editing
process. Articles and inquiries should be directed to our email address:
mathstats.utsc@utoronto.ca
We look forward to receiving your submissions!
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